Get involved
How to join the global Party with
a Purpose

3rd December - #PurpleLightUp: the biggest day on the disability inclusion
calendar
#PurpleLightUp is a global movement that celebrates and draws attention to the
economic contribution of the 386 million disabled employees around the world.
PurpleSpace leads this movement as our mark of respect to the UN International
Day of Persons with Disabilities (IDPD) held annually on 3rd December, using the
colour purple which is emblematic of disability, to drive the momentum for disability
inclusion. It provides the opportunity for employers, disabled employees and allies to
come together to jointly celebrate ‘purple talent’ and to highlight to the world the
importance of disability inclusion across all sectors and industries. It seeks to change
and challenge the ‘tired’ narrative of incapacity and deficit to one of opportunity and
human potential.

HOW DO ORGANISATIONS USE #PURPLELIGHTUP?
TO CELEBRATE
DISABLED
EMPLOYEES
AND THEIR
CONTRIBUTION

TO SHOW
COMMITMENT
TO DISABILITY
INCLUSION

OPPORTUNITY
FOR
NETWORKS
TO RAISE THE
PROFILE OF
THE WORK
THAT THEY'RE
DOING

In the space of three years, #PurpleLightUp has grown, with thousands of
organisations across dozens of countries taking part. Organisations participate by
lighting their buildings purple, encouraging employees to wear purple and holding
events sparking conversations about disability inclusion and centred on improving
support and workplace policies for disabled employees. But more importantly,
organisations use #PurpleLightUp to drive cultural change.
No matter your role, the stage of your network / employee resource group, or the
type of organisation that you work for, getting involved in #PurpleLightUp offers you
the opportunity to contribute to the build of a better working world.
You can find out more about #PurpleLightUp - including the history - on the
PurpleSpace website.
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Ideas for getting involved with, and celebrating, #PurpleLightUp
Listed below are some areas with ideas to assist your plans to celebrate the
economic contribution of disabled employees in the run up to, and on, 3rd December.
This resource can be distributed amongst colleagues, customers, suppliers, friends or
family who would like to join the global Party with a Purpose.
With the majority of organisations and countries worldwide still maintaining some
form of working from home policy, social distancing or lockdown, most of this year’s
tips are all geared to creatively utilising virtual forms of celebration.
1. Join in PurpleSpace’s 24-hour #PurpleLightUp Global Broadcast
This year #PurpleLightUp takes on an even greater significance as
PurpleSpace launches the world’s first #PurpleLightUp 24-hour Global
Broadcast. From sunrise in Oceania, across six continents, to sunset in
North America, we will bring together CEOs, senior champions,
network/resource group leaders and disabled employees to connect,
share their stories and feel the power of change.
The Global Broadcast will provide an extraordinary opportunity for employers,
disabled people and allies from across the world - who would, in traditional
circumstances, rarely meet - to connect with each other, share best practice and
celebrate #PurpleLightUp. We are aiming to attract 20,000 attendees, all of whom
will have the opportunity to watch webinars, interviews and panel discussions and
interact with each other, and some of the speakers, via messages, polls and Q&As.
The Global Broadcast is open to everyone, free to attend and once you have
registered, you will receive joining details allowing you to access the Broadcast on
the day as well as watch any sessions on demand, after the 3rd December.
There are also plenty of opportunities for your organisation to take part in the Global
Broadcast. Ed's on hand to chat through the sponsorship and branding opportunities
available (ed@purplespace.org) and Angie is happy to discuss the ways we could
showcase your organisation’s disability inclusion best practice.
(angie@purplespace.org).
2. Use social media
Stay engaged with what other networks/employee resource groups
are doing by following PurpleSpace on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram
and LinkedIn.
The #PurpleLightUp 24-hour Global Broadcast will display a
montage of images from our Twitter feed so please do tag us in your
posts by using the #PurpleLightUp hashtag and let us make your
celebrations famous!
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Add our #PurpleLightUp twibbon to your social media profile picture to spread
the word about 3rd December.
If you need a helping hand in building your network’s/employee resource group’s
social media presence our #VirtuallyPurple resource can support you.
Start the conversation with your marketing and communications teams as early as
possible; they may have existing campaigns that you can join and add to, tying
into disability inclusion.
3. Purple-ise your internal and external communications
Light up your digital platforms where you can: turn your company
website and company logo purple or add a #PurpleLightUp twibbon
to your profile picture on your company's social media pages for the
day.
Encourage purple background wallpaper on MS Teams and Zoom
for the day and suggest everyone wears purple for their video meetings.
Make use of your staff intranet to signpost information about your #PurpleLightUp
celebrations and update your network/employee resource group page
accordingly.
Update your company’s external Diversity and Inclusion page about why and how
your company values its disabled employees and the positive impact that your
network/resource group makes and the support and adjustments that are on
offer from your organisation.
4. Unveil a story-telling campaign
One of the best ways for an organisation to build disability confidence
from the inside out is to learn from the lived experience of its disabled
employees. Personal stories bind people together and can bring to life
some of the issues that you may be highlighting in data to the
organisation. 3rd December is a perfect day to present your campaign.
Storytelling campaigns needn’t take a lot of time or a huge budget, authenticity
counts for so much more than polish. For tips on how to create a great campaign,
watch our webinar When Movements Take Off or read our Purple Stories
resource.
Be inspired by some other well-known campaigns: Shell’s 'Be Yourself’, Barclays'
'This Is Me', HSBC's 'Connect with Difference: Dealing with Disability at Work'
Fujitsu’s 'Be Completely You' and EY’s 'Exceptional people, Exceptional
Outcomes'.
Take a look at the 2018 Channel 4 video featuring BT, HSBC UK, Lloyds Banking
Group, Lloyd’s of London, Nationwide Building Society, Reed Smith, Scope and
Virgin Media, promoting #PurpleLightUp and encouraging businesses to get
involved.
5. Hold online events
Invite your network/resource group – and your wider colleagues to attend PurpleSpace’s 24-hour Global Broadcast!
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With any event that you organise to celebrate #PurpleLightUp, encourage
attendees to sport their best purple attire, and take screenshots (with the
permission of attendees) that you can share internally and externally online.
Create an online purple/disability themed quiz, launch a virtual book club or host
a purple themed virtual coffee and cake break.
Produce short webinars or virtual ‘lunch and learn’ sessions using authentic videos
of people sharing their lived experience, coupled with information on the support,
adjustments and toolkits that are on offer from the network and the organisation.
It doesn’t have to be a one day event either - some PurpleSpace members are
holding week long events, focusing on a specific impairment or theme per day
(e.g. mental health or neurodiversity).
If you’re holding an online event, keep in mind your higher purpose. How does this
event contribute to the long-term plans of the network/employee resource
group? If so, how? What do you want people to think, to feel and to do after
attending?
6. Take it to the top
Invite your CEO and senior leaders to post short blogs or videos on why
inclusion is important to them, professionally and / or personally.
Have a chat with the senior executive champion or sponsor of your network/
employee resource group and ask them to help you use this day impactfully –
this might be just the hook they need to elevate conversations at board level.
Showing your organisation’s commitment to disability inclusion demonstrates
your organisation’s desire to better reflect its customer base. You may wish to
share your #PurpleLightUp plans with customers and suppliers, thinking of ways
they can be included.
7. Work with allies and other groups in your organisation
Consider launching a programme to engage with allies and
champions or to support employees with a particular type of
disability to continue building on the work of your network/
employee resource group.
While the 3rd December is about celebrating disabled employees, it presents an
opportunity for your organisation to demonstrate its commitment to creating a
better working world for all employees. Utilise the day to highlight all of the
support on offer from your organisation and its various networks/employee
resource groups, as many employees may intersect between different protected
characteristics and demographics, including race, gender and sexual orientation.
Many PurpleSpace members who run disability network/employee resource
groups incorporate hidden disabilities, mental health and long-term health
conditions under their umbrella. If your organisation has separate
networks/resource groups for different impairments, consider ‘joining forces’ and
hosting joint events with your other networks on a cross-cutting diversity theme,
all with the aim of helping people to feel comfortable bringing their authentic
selves to work.
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8. Look both backwards and forwards
Use the day as a good news story, creating an email or news
bulletin reflecting the achievements and accomplishments of
your network/resource group, raising the profile of the good work
that it does and the support that it offers to employees.
Launch a piece of work that the organisation or network/resource group have
been working on, such as a piece of research or a workplace adjustments
passport.
#PurpleLightUp can also be the perfect time to discuss your network’s
strategy and objectives for the year ahead.
Schedule a reflection session for network leaders, disabled employees, senior
executive champions and representatives from your D&I and HR departments.
Review what your network, and organisation, is doing well to drive disability
inclusion and where there may be gaps – for example, in your external
communications or in your recruitment outreach.
9. Get creative
Consider creating a network-wide (or organisation-wide) online
flashmob and unveil it on 3rd December. Flashmobs involve a
group of people all taking part in a random act – this could be a dance
routine, singing, theatrics, or getting hundreds of people to stand still for a few
minutes.
Selfie competition – who can post a selfie using the most things purple? Or to
scale it back a dial, ask employees to post in selfies wearing purple and enlist the
help of your communications departments to create a selfie board to share with
the organisation on the 3rd December or afterwards.
Virtual Purple Bake Off – an organisation-wide competition for the most striking
purple baked goods would certainly get the conversation started. Apologies to
Paul Hollywood but the winner would obviously be based on style over substance
due to the lack of any objective taste testers!
10. Reach out to buildings perfect for some purple
Across the world, hundreds of buildings turn purple on
3rd December, why not see if yours can too? The earlier that
you start, the better so do talk to your Facilities department as
soon as possible.
Consider dressing internal spaces with posters, exhibition pop-ups, banners and
themed display stands. These could be placed in locations where large numbers
of employees are likely to pass through, such as the reception area, canteen or
coffee breakout areas.
If your building has a flag pole, consider flying a purple flag.
Given the time of year, perhaps your Christmas Trees could be lit up purple.
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Do you have influence with iconic buildings or your own suppliers and clients?
Can you ask them to support by lighting up purple?
11. Connect with PurpleSpace members
If you’re a PurpleSpace member, start a discussion about your
plans for #PurpleLightUp on the Member Zone, and hear from
other members across the globe about what their plans are in
your jurisdiction.
Attend our #PurpleLightUp Reference Group meetings to inspire your purple
plans for this year – meetings are taking place on 28th October and 16th
November.
If you’re not a PurpleSpace member, do get in touch with Ed (ed@purplespace.org)
to find out more about how, together with our members, we are changing the world.

We hope that you will use these ideas as a springboard for getting the
conversation started about why disability inclusion matters, enabling you to share
the vision for a world where disabled talent is routinely anticipated, expertly
accommodated and positively celebrated by employers around the world.
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Established in 2015, PurpleSpace is the world’s only
networking and professional development hub for
disabled employees, network / employee resource
group (ERG) leaders and allies from all sectors and
trades.

www.purplespace.org
information@purplespace.org
@mypurplespace

mypurplespace

purplespace

Company Name: PurpleSpace Limited
Company Number: 09764245
Trading and correspondence address:
1 Derby House, Walnut Tree Walk, London, SE11
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